Social Media Accessibility Resources

Alternative Texts

Alternative Text

Alternative text blunders

15 Things to Know About Twitter’s Alt Text for Images

How do I edit the alternative text for a photo on Instagram?

How to Add Alternative Text to Facebook Photos

Captions

Benefits of Captioning

Video Captioning

How to Add Closed Captions to Facebook Videos

Closed Captioning with Instagram

Standards

WebAim’s WCAG 2 Checklist

Section 508 Standards (U.S. Access Board)

Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.1 (W3C)

Twitter

Part 3: Alternative Text for Images (Scheduled tweets)

How to Improve your Social Media Image Accessibility (Scheduled tweets)

The Ultimate Guide to Hosting a Tweet Chat

TweetChat

Easy Chirp (Alternative accessible twitter application)

Other

Federal Social Media Accessibility Toolkit
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